This follow- up communication was sent in an email on July 26, 2021.
Saint Mary’s & COVID-19: Follow-Up Update to #67
Good Morning,
A quick follow-up update to let you know that Saint Mary’s received the results from the COVID-19 test
sample that was sent to ACL at the end of last week and ACL confirmed the results were negative. At this
time, that means all residents and all staff working in the building are negative. We will continue with
testing as required and the Skilled Nursing Units, as well as, the Alzheimer’s Unit will remain yellow zones
until further notice.
Thank you.

This communication was sent in an email on July 23, 2021.
Saint Mary’s & COVID-19: Update to #67
Good Afternoon,
The second round of weekly testing at Asbury Ridge was conducted yesterday. One (1) resident in Skilled
Nursing tested positive during our point-of-care in-house testing. For confirmation, we conducted
additional testing and are having the samples analyzed by Associated Clinical Laboratories as is standard
procedure. While we await the results from the lab, we are treating the resident as a suspected positive
and have moved the resident to an isolated red zone.
I also want to note that earlier this week Saint Mary’s was informed of a second employee who tested
positive for COVID-19 outside of work. Because this employee had been off work for a number of days
prior to their positive test result, it does not have an impact on the current situation.
All employees and residents are scheduled to be tested next on Thursday, July 29th and then again on
Monday, August 2nd. On our current path, if no new positive cases are identified, the Skilled Nursing Units
and the Alzheimer’s Units may tentatively be able to reopen to visitors on Tuesday, August 3rd. However,
this date is subject to change based on the awaited results regarding the suspected positive.
While we still face restrictions, we are also slowly finding ways to return our operations back to normal.
The Gift Shop was scheduled to re-open earlier this week on July 20th, however, that has been postponed
for the time being. Additionally, in Residential Living and Personal Care, full dining room service is
returning on Monday, July 26th – meals will only be served in the dining room and will no longer deliver
trays to resident rooms except in special circumstances, such as if the resident is sick.
We will keep you updated on the results. Thank you.

